
 

 

Quarter Two 

Skills Activities 

National Symbols  Look at different coins and money to identify the symbols found on them ie: Presidents, 

Lincoln Memorial, White House, and the Great Seal. Other symbols to locate and discuss: 

American flag, bald eagle, Statue of Liberty, and Washington Monument.  

Government  Discuss the who the current President of the United States and Governor of Arizona are and 

their duties related to these positions. 

Current Events  Read the newspaper, watch the news, or use the internet to research current events with your 

child and discuss what you found.    

Democracy  Hold a family meeting and vote on different activities to do over the weekend. Discuss the 

school setting and compare it to how society is run (ex. Rules/laws, leaders/school leaders).  

Interactions of pilgrims and Indians Discuss the history of America’s first year and how the relationship of Pilgrims and Indians 

developed. Talk about how this lead to the 1
st
 Thanksgiving.  Share significant family traditions 

that have developed.  

Colonial Times  Visit the library and research colonial life, then create a Venn diagram and compare how 

people lived in colonial times to present.  

Goods and Services  Identify where different products come from and how they are used. Discuss the differences 

between goods and services. Identify who a buyer is and who a seller is. (Create a lemonade 

stand).  

Community  Talk with your child about your job and the importance of your job.  Discuss the responsibility 

your job requires and how the family depends on your job.  

Geographic Features  Look at a map and identify different geographical features, and then discuss why cities are 

located in the region they are (ex. Bullhead City is located on the Colorado River for a water 

source, or Flagstaff is in the mountains where it is cooler).  Also look at climate and identify 

how people dress and the type of homes they live in (ex. In Phoenix people wear lighter weight 

clothes and live in Adobe homes, where in Flagstaff people wear heavier clothes and live in 

stick built homes).  
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